How often student graded papers are used in creating new student papers?
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Introduction
Poster presentation is a result of monitoring and analysis of using student graded works (final papers of I and II cycle, master theses and dissertations) in the library in creating new student papers. The aim of the research was to determine how often new student papers at School of Economics and Business in Sarajevo (SEBS) list in the literature used graded student papers. Here is presented the number of student papers defended by the end of 2013 in relation to the number of used graded works in accordance with copyright protection. Through its training program "COBISS, databases and information literacy" library draws attention to ethics in academic writing. Content of the training program has been enriched by continuous changes based on conducting regular surveys to monitor and identify the real needs of university library users and improve their skills in information sources citing.

Research Method
Survey is based on analysis of using graded papers in the new student papers at the School of Economics and Business in Sarajevo based on completed statements of citing and quoting sources, with the aim of determining how many students defended their own papers by the end of 2013. A sample of 300 statements represents the number of used graded papers from January to April in 2013. Students have used one or more papers and for each one used paper they had to fill the statement. Statement of citation is signed when library users use graded papers / II cycle final papers, master's and doctoral theses. Verification of defended papers is found by checking the bibliographic data in the local online library catalog COBISS / OPAC. The sample is consisted of 188 student names who signed 300 statements.

Results
Of the total 188 students who used graded papers from the archival collection in the library of the School of the

---
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Economics and Business in Sarajevo during the mentioned period, 44 students defended their own final papers by the end of 2013. Only 18 of them list in the literature used graded student papers, citing a total of 26 graded works. Among those cited graded student papers, 19 papers were from the archival collection of student papers of the School of Economics and Business in Sarajevo, and seven papers were from other faculties. It was noticed that there was a small number cited in relation to the number of used graded works.

Figure 2: Defended student papers by the end of 2013 at SEBS

Figure 3: Structure of cited graded papers

Figure 4: Cited SEBS graded papers in relation to the graded papers from other faculties
Conclusion
Based on the presented analysis it was noticed that the library needs to strengthen its role in teaching and promoting the correct use and citing of information sources, especially graded student papers in accordance with copyright protection. With the aim of improving the quality of library services, it is necessary to work on the promotion of interlibrary loan, as well as the creation of e-repositories of graded works, in order to enable users to easily access to the sources of scientific content.
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